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A: I had recently find some references regarding font substitution in the Windows registry. The uses for the font substitution, is that you can choose the font for different languages, depending on the language of the operating system. The Windows fonts are stored in the registry as "Win8" for English, "Win8" for Spanish, "Win8" for German, and so on. Q: How to preserve order of left-most and right-most div in jQuery? I have this structure of HTML: ... and need to
preserve the order of these elements. Actually, I need them in this order: They can be show in any order, so only the left-most element should be visible by default. But when user clicks on the "show all button" it should move and make visible the elements inside the wrapper. Update: Above is only a description of the situation without any code. Why I need it? I'm preparing a carousel which slides through images. In that carousel I have two buttons: rotate left and rotate
right. At first, user has to see only the rotated left button. When he clicks on show all button then the carousel comes to life. I use the jQuery's.show() function to make visible the rotated right button. Because the elements are placed on different rows it is not convenient to use classes for this. Also, I want to have a description of the functionality in the top of the page so that other users will know what's going on. How can I solve this problem? Thank you in advance. A:
Maybe the simplest way is to have both buttons visible, using display: none so that you only have to specify them in CSS to display them on the page? Then div.left_button { display: none; } This way, you don't have to specify anything in the JavaScript, and you don't have to have hidden text in order to understand that the left button
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